
Connection to the external transmitter 
 
To avoid costs, please read the following text carefully.  
Often a small detail was ignored during use. Unfortunately, this leads to a high return rate of intact 
devices. Even if you are sure that you have done everything right, please go through the following 
points. Many Thanks. 
 
Base station and transmitter must be coordinated with each other. Eventually your devices are not 
communicating with each other. In this case, the signals of the outside transmitter are not received 
properly by the base station. Please proceed as follows: 
 
- Remove all batteries from the base station and from the transmitter 
- Wait a minimum of 3 minutes 
- Insert the batteries into the base station 
- If the internal temperature of the base station display appears, insert the batteries of the external 
transmitter immediately. 
  
The base station now receives the signal from the transmitter and accepts the data of the transmitter. 
  
IMPORTANT: Use only fresh batteries of one and the same type. Never mix batteries with 
different charge levels or different brands and types! Rechargeable batteries are not suitable! 
 
In case of problems, please only use new batteries that have not been used before. Voltage 
measuring devices (multimeters) which measure the cell voltage or many battery testers only test the 
batteries at idle. This can lead to even a defective battery being measured as full but unable to supply 
power under load. 
Alkali manganese batteries should always be used by brand manufacturers. For long life and safe 
operation even in cold conditions, so-called long-life types should be used. (these are often indicated 
by pictograms with a wall clock and a remote control on the packaging) 
  
Be careful not to place the base station near other electrical equipment. This can significantly disturb 
the reception. Even if the station is not located near other electrical appliances, try a different location. 
Not every place in the house is suitable for receiving the data of the outside transmitter. This is 
especially the case if after the registration of the station the display shows the dates, while they 
disappear hours later again.  
  
If this does not work, please send us an e-mail with copy of the purchase. So we can determine the 
best possible service for you. 

 


